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57Fe transmission Mössbauer spectroscopy(TMS) and back scattered conversion electron
Mössbauer spectroscopy(CEMS) measurements were carried out on Fe-filled multiwalled carbon
nanotubes(Fe-MWCNTs) grown by chemical vapor deposition with ferrocene as precursor.
Samples of Fe-MWCNTs material deposited on the inner wall of the quartz tube reactor and samples
of aligned Fe-MWCNTs grown perpendicularly to the oxidized Si substrate were characterised by
the TMS method. The data show that Fe phases encapsulated within the carbon nanotubes comprise
a-Fe, g-Fe, and Fe3C in different percentage ratio depending on the sample preparation. These
results are in a good accordance with the previously measured magnetic characteristics and with the
structural data found by x-ray diffraction as well by selected area electron diffraction methods and
allow a new complementary characterization of the Fe(Fe-alloy)-MWCNT systems. The CEMS
method applied for the characterization of metal containing MWCNTs reveals that close to the top
surface of the aligned Fe-MWCNTs samples only theg-Fe phase is found. This technique shows an
additional potential for further investigation of the spatial distribution of the crystalline phases in the
depth of aligned Fe-MWCNT samples. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1811781]

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently several papers have addressed the synthesis
and properties of Fe-filled carbon nanotubes.1–3 These struc-
tures may be considered as magnetic nanowires encapsulated
in thin carbon shells. Among different applications, they
could be used as individual entities in sensors for magnetic
scanning probe microscopy and recording heads, as well as
for high density magnetic recording media.

Pradoset al.2 and Marcoet al.3 performed Mössbauer
spectroscopy and magnetic studies of Fe-filled carbon nano-
tubes, which were prepared at 1050 °C by pyrolyzing an 1:1
mixture by weight of ferrocene and C60 under Ar at atmo-
spheric pressure. The Mössbauer investigation of the ob-
tained carpetlike flakes showed three iron phases being en-
capsulated within the carbon nanotubes:a-Fe, g-Fe, and
Fe3C. On the basis of Mössbauer and magnetic measure-
ments the authors proposed a model of spatial distribution of
the Fe phases in the nanotubes: a core consisting of elon-
gateda-Fe particles, surrounded by theg-Fe phase and fi-
nally covered by an Fe3C layer, which is located at the in-
terface between the metallic phases and the inner wall of the
carbon nanotubes.

In our previous work,4,5 we reported about the structural

and magnetic characteristics of Fe-filled multiwalled carbon
nanotubes(MWCNTs) grown by another synthesis route—
chemical vapor deposition with ferrocene as precursor—on
oxidized Si substrates. In this case the Fe-MWCNTs grow
aligned perpendicularly to the substrate plane. Varying the
deposition conditions Fe-filled nanotubes with relatively uni-
form core diameters and different thickness of the carbon
walls can be obtained. The x-ray diffraction(XRD) and se-
lected area electron diffraction(SAED) analyses of the
samples revealed the presence of the same three phases
found by the above cited group,2,3 however, no satisfying
quantitative estimation of the phase percentage was possible
by these methods. In addition, no direct experimental results
concerning the actual spatial distribution of the Fe-
containing phases in the samples have been reported yet,
neither in our studies nor in the paper of Prados.2 Further-
more, the magnetometry measurements of our samples
showed a clear magnetic anisotropy with the easy axis par-
allel to the axis of the aligned MWCNTs. Most importantly,
in contrast to the results of Pradoset al.2 and Marcoet al.3

the low-temperature magnetic behavior of our systems sug-
gested a negligiblea-Fe/g-Fe exchange coupling.5

The aim of this work is to explore the capabilities of the
Mössbauer spectroscopy for a quantitative determination of
the integral phase composition in the Fe-containing part of
the Fe-MWCNTs samples, and to find correlations between
these results and the data obtained by other structure sensi-
tive methods. Furthermore, we will also demonstrate the ap-
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plication of the conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy
(CEMS) method for studying Fe-containing phases on the
cap layer of aligned samples.

In the following parts of this paper we will present and
discuss results from57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy measure-
ments of two types of Fe-containing MWCNT samples:(i)
carpetlike material, deposited on the inner wall of the quartz
reactor tube and(ii ) two samples of Fe-MWCNTs aligned
perpendicularly to the oxidized Si substrate(SA-I and SA-II)
which were grown under different process conditions. The
CEMS analysis has been performed on the latter samples.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Preparation and preliminary characterization

The samples with Fe-filled carbon nanotubes were pre-
pared by the pyrolysis of ferrocene.4 The nanotubes were
grown in a quartz tube reactor inside a dual zone furnace
system. The main parameters of the deposition process are
the temperature of the first furnace zone for the sublimation
of the ferrocenesT1d, the gas flow rate and the growth tem-
perature in the second furnace zonesT2d. The process was
performed as follows. In the first zone the ferrocene was
sublimated at temperatures of about 120–200 °C and trans-
ported into the second furnace(the hot reaction zone) by a
controlled Ar flow. At high temperaturesT2=880–950 °Cd
the nanotubes were formed on the walls of the quartz tube
reactor, or on silicon substrates placed in the reaction zone.
The selected three samples of Fe-filled MWCNTs are ob-
tained at different conditions which are shown in Table I.

In Fig. 1 scanning electron microscopy(SEM) images of
the obtained material are presented. The nanotubes grown on
the walls of the reactor consist mainly of a mixture of
bundles of well-aligned Fe-filled MWCNT and metal par-
ticles encapsulated by carbon[Fig. 1(a)], whereas the CNT
grown onto the silicon substrates exhibit a distinct alignment
perpendicular to the substrate surface[Fig. 1(b)]. In both
cases the nanotubes have outer diameters of 40–100 nm and
lengths up to 30mm. The diameters of the metal cores are in
the range of 20–40 nm. The walls consist of cylindrical
graphite(002)-lattice planes parallel to the tube axis with a
lattice plane distance of about 0.34 nm.4

On several individual nanotubes we carried out a local
structural characterization by means of SAED. The studies
revealed that the nanotubes contain single crystals of the fer-
romagnetic bccsa-Fed and the paramagnetic fccsg-Fed
structure(Fig. 2). The SAED patterns of two nanowires en-
capsulated inside the carbon nanotubes are shown as an inset
in Fig. 2. The spots in the electron diffraction pattern in Fig.
2(a) correspond to the bcc Fe phase, whereas these in Fig.
2(b) originate from the fcc Fe lattice.

The integral phase composition of the samples has been
determined by XRD analysis in Bragg-Brentano geometry
using a CoKa radiation. The XRD patterns of the three
samples chosen for the Mössbauer spectroscopy investiga-

TABLE I. Preparation conditions of the studied Fe-MWCNTs samples.

Sample
T1

(°C)
T2

(°C)
Ar

(SCCM)a

Nanotubes grown on the
walls of the reactor

120 850–900 100

Nanotubes grown
perpendicularly to the

silicon substrate 434 mm2

(SA-I)

200 950 200

Nanotubes grown
perpendicularly to the

silicon substrate 10310 mm2

(SA-II)

140 880 100

aCubic centimeter per minute at standard temp. and pressure.

FIG. 1. SEM images of well-aligned Fe-filled MWCNT grown on the walls
of the reactor(a) and on an oxidized silicon substrate perpendicular to the
substrate surface(b).

FIG. 2. TEM images of Fe nanowires encapsulated inside the nanotubes.
The insets are the measured SAED patterns of the corresponding nanowires
showing the presence of bcc Fe structure(a) and fcc Fe structure(b).
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tions show the presence of three different Fe-containing crys-
talline phases with varying abundance—thea-Fe phase with
a very high(110) texture, theg-Fe phase with a weaker(111)
texture, and a not textured carbide phase(see Fig. 3). Ac-
cording to these results, the relative quantity of the indi-
vidual phases in the investigated samples is quite different: a
dominatinga-Fe phase in the carpetlike sample grown on
the reactor walls—Fig. 3(a); coexsisting a-Fe and g-Fe
phases in the sample grown on Si substrate(SA-I)—Fig. 3(b)
and a phase mixture ofa-Fe, g-Fe, and Fe3C in the second
sample grown on Si substrate(SA-II)—Fig. 3(c). The found
Fe3C phase is reported for another similar samples and dis-
cussed by different authors6–8 as a necessary intermediate
product appearing during the MWCNTs growth. However,
the XRD spectra do not allow a satisfying quantitative char-
acterization of the phase composition in these samples.

B. Mössbauer spectroscopy

The sample of the Fe-MWCNT material formed on the
inner wall of the quartz tube was prepared as follows. A hole

with a diameter of 4 mm made into a Plexiglas disk was
filled with the material of Fe-MWCNTs. A small drop of
1.3% polyvinyl-alcohol water solution was put in the hole.
After mixing and drying a bonded powder sample of specific
weight 20 mg/cm2 was obtained.

Two samples of aligned Fe-filled multiwalled carbon
nanotubes grown on substrates with dimensions 434 mm2

(SA-I) and 10310 mm2 (SA-II) were studied as well. The Si
substrate(thickness 275mm) is sufficiently transparent for
the 14.4 keVg line. Mössbauer spectra were taken in the
transmission, as well as in the backscattered conversion elec-
tron mode with a conventional constant acceleration spec-
trometer. A57CosRhd source with a diameter of the activity
spot of 4 mm was used. The conversion electron Mössbauer
spectroscopy measurements were carried out with a He gas
flow proportional counter.9 All spectra were fitted using an
integral Lorentzian line shape approximation.10,11 This ap-
proach permits us to separate the absorber(scatterer) line
widths and to avoid the saturation thickness effect. The pa-
rameters of the fitted spectra corresponding to isomer shift
(IS), quadrupole shift(QS), magnetic field at the site of the
Fe nucleussHd, and relative spectral area are shown in Table
II. The isomer shifts of the spectra are referred to the cen-
troid of ana-Fe foil reference spectrum at room temperature
(RT). The geometric effect due to the source motion is taken
into account as well.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. “Powder” Fe-MWCNT sample (carpetlike material )
grown on the reactor wall

Two transmission Mössbauer spectra for the Fe-
MWCNT “powder” sample were taken at both room tem-
perature and at 77 K. They are shown in Fig. 4. In the figures
the spectral signatures from three iron phases are seen: two
sextets(sx1 and sx2) corresponding toa-Fe and Fe3C, re-
spectively, and a singlet(sn), corresponding tog-Fe. The
first two phases relate to a ferromagnetic state, while the

TABLE II. Mössbauer parameters obtained from the fit of the spectra.

Sample Component
IS

(mm/s)
QS

(mm/s)
H

(kOe)
Relative area

(%)

sx1 0 0 331.6±0.1 83.6±0.4
Powder(RT) sx2 0.21±0.01 0.05±0.01 207.8±0.6 9.34±0.4

sn −0.12±0.01 ¯ ¯ 7.07±0.2

sx1 0.12±0.01 0 336.1±0.1 83.7±0.4
Powders77 Kd sx2 0.31±0.01 0 246.4±0.5 9.9±0.3

sn 0.02±0.01 ¯ ¯ 6.4±0.2

Aligned (RT)
SA-I

sx1 0 0 330.4±0.6 58±3
sn −0.10±0.01 ¯ ¯ 42±1

sx1 0 0 330.4±0.6 14±2
Aligned (RT)

SA-II
sx2 0.18±0.01 0 205.8±0.4 62±2
sn −0.12±0.01 ¯ ¯ 24±1

Aligned (RT)
(CEMS)

SA-II
sn −0.09±0.01

¯ ¯

100

FIG. 3. XRD patterns of the investigated Fe-filled MWCNT:(a) Carpetlike
sample taken from the reactor walls—containing a dominating high textured
a-Fe phase;(b) aligned sample SA-I containing a mixture of the high(110)
textured a-Fe and the weakly—(111) textured g-Fe; (c) aligned sample
SA-II containing a mixture ofa-Fe, g-Fe, and Fe3C phases.
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third corresponds to a paramagnetic state. The Néel tempera-
ture of g-Fe is estimated to about 60 K.12 The relative spec-
tral areas corresponding to these three phases at room tem-
perature area-Fe (84%), Fe3C (9%), andg-Fe (7%). Nearly
the same ratio of the spectral areas for the iron components is
obtained from the spectrum at 77 K:a-Fe (84%), Fe3C
(10%), andg-Fe (6%). These results show that with a suffi-
cient accuracy the Mössbauer-Lamb factors for the corre-
sponding phases increase by the same factor when lowering
the temperature. This allows us to consider the area percent-
age ratio, derived from the fitted experimental spectra(inte-
gral approximation) as percentage ratio for the iron phases.
Slight broadening(30%) is observed for theg-Fe line at
77 K with respect to the line width at room temperature,
presumably because we come close to the Neel temperature
of g-Fe. The preservation of the relative spectral areas for the
individual iron components with decreasing temperature in-
dicates the absence of sizeable superparamagnetica-Fe and
Fe3C fractions that might otherwise contribute to the singlet
spectrum ofg-Fe at room temperature. Since the carbon
nanotubes in the sample are oriented randomly, one should
expect the ratio for the relative intensities of the six absorp-
tion lines of the sextets as 3:2:1:1:2:3,13,14 which indeed has
been obtained for this sample.

B. Samples with aligned Fe-MWCNT grown on
oxidized Si substrates

1. Transmission Mössbauer spectroscopy

Mössbauer spectroscopy measurements at room tem-
perature in transmission and backscattered conversion elec-
tron mode were carried out for two samples of Fe-MWCNTs,
aligned perpendicularly to the oxidized Si(100) substrate,
which have been prepared at different conditions(see Table
I). The propagation direction of theg rays coincides with the
axis of the aligned nanotubes. The transmission Mössbauer
spectrum of the first sample(SA-I) is shown in Fig. 5. It
contains only thea-Fe sextet and theg-Fe singlet with a

percentage ratio of the two components of 58%:42%, respec-
tively. The relative intensities of the six absorption lines for
the ferromagnetica-Fe phase follow a ratio 3:1.7:1:1:1.7:3.
That means, there is a slight orientation of the remanent
magnetization along the axis of the aligned nanotubes.13,14

The transmission Mössbauer spectrum of the second sample
(SA-II) is shown in Fig. 6. It contains:a-Fe sextet(14%),
Fe3C sextet(62%), andg-Fe singlet(24%). Within the frame
of the experimental error we do not see any preferred orien-
tation of the magnetization for this sample, neither for
a-Fe nor for Fe3C.

It should be mentioned that the absence of iron carbide
in (SA-I) and its presence in(SA-II) correlates with different
conditions of their preparation. Relatively lower tempera-
tures of the first furnace zonesT1d and in the second hot zone
sT2d, and also relatively lower Ar flow rate promote the
forming of Fe3C (SA-II). In contrast higher values of these
parameters determine the absence of iron carbide phase(SA-
I). This statement is in accordance with the absence of Fe3C
in Fe-MWCNTs powder sample(carpetlike material) as well,
derived from Mössbauer spectroscopy measurements(see
Tables I and II).

2. Conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy

In 57Fe conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy the
detection of backscattered conversion electrons is often used
for the study of the surface and layers in the immediate vi-
cinity of the surface. In our experiments we used a gas flow
proportional counter,9 in which case large counting rates can

FIG. 4. Mössbauer spectrum of Fe-filled MWCNT powder sample at room
temperature(a) and at 77 K(b).

FIG. 5. Mössbauer spectrum of aligned Fe-filled MWCNTs(SA-I).

FIG. 6. Mössbauer spectrum of aligned Fe-filled MWCNTs(SA-II).
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be obtained. Although the energy resolution of proportional
counter is much poorer than that of vacuum electron spec-
trometers, in some cases it is sufficient for a rough separation
of the conversion electrons emitted by the layers in the im-
mediate vicinity of the surface from the electrons emitted by
deeper layers.15

The conversion electron Mössbauer spectra for both
samples of MWCNTs, aligned perpendicular to the Si(100)
substrate is characterized by only theg-Fe singlet(see Fig.
7). Thus, within the statistical error of our experiment we can
conclude there are no ferromagnetica-Fe and iron carbide
contributions in the aligned Fe-MWCNTs samples down to a
depth less than 200 nm from the top surface.(The above
depth is an estimation based on the effective thickness of
escaping of conversion electrons for metallic iron, see, e.g.,
Ref. 9). We also mention that within the statistical error of
our experiment we do not see any admixtures ofa-Fe and
Fe3C in superparamagnetic state, which would give rise to a
different line shape of the singlet spectrum. Apparently, the
top layer of the nanotube films down to a depth of at least
200 nm contains only the paramagneticg-Fe phase. This pe-
culiarity may be associated with a change in the nanotube
growth process, when the ferrocene flow is reduced at the
end of the pyrolysis stage.

At present, these data do not allow a quantitative argu-
ment on the abundance ofg-Fe in the top layer of the film
and in the bulk, because the area percentage values from
transmission Mössbauer spectroscopy(TMS) and CEMS
cannot be directly compared. As has been mentioned above,
the SAED analysis[Fig. 2(b)] has revealed that some of the
crystalline Fe grains within the tubes also have a fcc struc-
ture corresponding to theg-Fe phase. Unfortunately, the
SAED analysis gives only a very local information with
small statistical significance.

In this respect, complementary experiments including a
series of ion etching procedures of the MWCNT sample and

subsequent conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy ex-
periments can be very useful. Such experiments are under
way and we expect that they will provide additional informa-
tion about the spatial distribution of the Fe phases inside the
Fe-filled CNT samples and thus, about the properties of this
interesting materials class.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown the application of57Fe transmission and
back scattered conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy
methods to Fe-filled multiwalled carbon nanotubes that are
grown by chemical vapor deposition with ferrocene as pre-
cursor. In particular, we have determined the relative amount
of the iron-containing phases in the bulk and on the top layer
of the aligned samples. The results confirm and complement
the structural data of the samples obtained by XRD and
SAED analyses.

The use of the CEMS measurement for investigation of
aligned Fe-MWCNTs samples has given detailed information
about the upper 200 nm surface layer where only theg-Fe
phase has been found and has demonstrated a promising ap-
plication of this method for the investigation of the spatial
distribution of the phases in the Fe filling. Such investiga-
tions in the future can provide very important information
about the possible interaction between the different Fe
phases2,3 and about the origin of the differences in the low-
temperature magnetic behavior of the Fe-MWCNTs found by
different groups.2–5
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